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Donny & Marie Osmond Conclude Their Celebrated 11-year Residency At Flamingo Las Vegas

Click hereto download hi-res photos and video from the final show

Las Vegas (Nov. 17, 2019) – Donny & Marie Osmond concluded their iconic residency at Flamingo Las Vegas on Saturday, Nov. 16. The siblings’ 11-year
residency began as a six-week engagement but was so well received that by popular demand, the residency was extended again and again. More than
900,000 fans attended the duo’s 1,730 performances at Flamingo Las Vegas.

The sold-out crowd was treated to special moments throughout the show including a special thank you from Eileen Moore Johnson, regional president for
Flamingo Las Vegas, on behalf of the entire Flamingo family as well as shout-outs to celebrity friends including singer Debbie Gibson and “The Talk”
cohosts Carrie Ann Inaba, Eve and Sheryl Underwood in the audience.

As the final performance ended, the duo took a moment to forego their signature sibling rivalry to tearfully reminisce on their historic run together at
Flamingo while giving thanks to their band, crew, dancers and most sincerely, their fans. As the curtain fell for the final time, Donny and Marie held each
other in a loving embrace while the packed showroom sent them off with an emotional standing ovation.

About Flamingo Las Vegas
Located in the heart of the Las Vegas Strip, Flamingo Las Vegas is a true desert oasis. The center-Strip resort features more than 3,500 guest rooms and
suites, including the recently renovated Flamingo Rooms and Suites, as well as new Bunk Bed Rooms and Suites. The historic hotel-casino is home to a
sprawling 15-acre pool and wildlife habitat complete with waterfalls, mature island vegetation and tropical wildlife, distinctive pools including the adult
GO Pool Dayclub, and several outdoor wedding gardens. Flamingo Las Vegas offers a variety of dining options with eateries such as Jimmy Buffett’s

Margaritaville and Mexican hot spot Carlos ’n Charlie’s. The resort also hosts an all-star line-up of entertainers including brother-sister duo Donny &
Marie, Paula Abdul, Piff The Magic Dragon and the late-night adult revue X Burlesque. Flamingo Las Vegas is operated by a subsidiary of Caesars
Entertainment Corporation (NASDAQ: CZR). For more information, please visit flamingolasvegas.com or the Caesars Entertainment Las Vegas media
room. Find Flamingo Las Vegas on Facebook and follow on Twitter and Instagram.
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